Fine tuning distributed systems is considered to be a cra smanship, relying on intuition and experience. is becomes even more challenging when the systems need to react in near real time, as streaming engines have to do to maintain pre-agreed service quality metrics. In this article, we present an automated approach that builds on a combination of supervised and reinforcement learning methods to recommend the most appropriate lever con gurations based on previous load. With this, streaming engines can be automatically tuned without requiring a human to determine the right way and proper time to deploy them. is opens the door to new con gurations that are not being applied today since the complexity of managing these systems has surpassed the abilities of human experts. We show how reinforcement learning systems can nd substantially be er con gurations in less time than their human counterparts and adapt to changing workloads.
INTRODUCTION
Processing newly generated data and reacting to changes in realtime has become a key service di erentiator for companies, leading to a proliferation of distributed stream processing systems in recent years (see Apache Storm [53] , Spark Streaming [62] , Twi er's Heron [29] , or LinkedIn's Samza [37] ).
Operators must carefully tune these systems to balance competing objectives such as resource utilisation and performance (throughput or latency). Streaming workloads are also uncertain, with operators having to account for large and unpredictable load spikes during provisioning, and be on call to react to failures and service degradations. ere is no principled way to fully determine a su ciently good con guration and how to adapt it to workload changes (or available resources).
Data engineers typically try several con gurations and pick the one that best matches their service level objectives (SLO) [17] . However, individual systems have a daunting number of con guration options even for single systems. e situation is worse in distributed environments where remote interactions, networks and remote storage come into play. Finding optimal con gurations is NP-hard [48] , making it di cult for humans to understand the impact of one con guration change, let alone the interactions between multiple ones.
is di culty in tuning systems impacts costs, especially those related to nding highly specialised administrators. Personnel is estimated to be almost 50% of the total ownership cost of a large-scale data system [7] and many data engineers and database administrators can spend nearly 25% of their time on tuning [14] . With increasing complexity, the goal of nding a working con guration in reasonable times has surpassed the abilities of humans. Indeed, Xu et al. [59] report that developers tend to ignore over 80% of con guration options, leaving considerable optimisation potential untapped. e con guration problem requires exploring a vast potential space, while adapting to changes to changes in order to preserve preestablished SLOs (critical in latency-sensitive applications). is context seems well suited for adaptive machine learning techniques, such as Reinforcement Learning (RL). RL systems are adopted in other domains such as self-driving cars; they take the best decision based on prior experience, while also allowing pseudo-random exploration in order to allow the system to adapt to changes. However, the adoption of RL to distributed data management system is in its early stages due to two main factors: 1) too many potential actions to explore (the famous DeepMind papers cope with tens of actions at most [46] ) and 2) learning which of the many monitoring metrics a ect our SLO [51] .
In this paper we address these limitations and present a system that applies RL for automatically con guring stream processing systems. We use a combination of machine learning methods that 1) identify the most relevant metrics for our SLO (processing latency), 2) select for each metric the levers that have the highest impact, and 3) discretise numeric con guration parameters into a limited set of actions.
A er training our system with a variety of workloads we show that the obtained con gurations signi cantly improve the results obtained by human engineers. e system requires a small time to suggest con guration actions, having the additional ability to automatically adapt to changes in the streaming workload. e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the most relevant techniques used in this work. Next, in Section 3 we illustrate how these techniques have been architected towards a more systematic and reproducible approach. We show how the system converges into nding a be er con guration and does it in tens of minutes while being able to adapt to changing workloads in Section 4. Section 5 highlights the most related work, while we discuss our main ndings and future works in Section 6. We nalise with a summary of the main ndings of this work in Section 7.
METHODOLOGY
We detail in this section the techniques underpinning our automated con guration adaptation system. First, we present how we generated our training data from tens of thousands of clusters running with random con guration values. We then detail the process that automatically selects a subset of metrics and con guration levers. Finally, we present our Reinforcement Learning model for the problem of automated systems con guration.
Training Data Generation
We ran Spark Streaming clusters under various workloads and con gurations (see below), in order to collect runtime performance metrics from the application as well as the infrastructure it runs on. We used a range of synthetic and real workloads to avoid overoptimising the model beforehand for individual scenarios. Synthetic workloads were modelled with Poisson distributions for event arrival with di erent λ values, as well as with classic trapezoidal loads (ramp up, stable and ramp down period). We also used a subset of the benchmark described in [11] , as well as a proprietary dataset coming from a major manufacturer of end consumer connected devices. Lists of valid values or ranges were generated for continuous variables based on the con guration of the underlying virtual machines.
We have instrumented our Spark clusters with standard monitoring collection techniques 1 . We store per minute events forming time series of 90 metrics across all the nodes in the cluster (for each of the 80 clusters we have 9 Spark worker nodes and a driver node).
We deployed 80 Spark clusters of 10 nodes (64GB, 8 vcpus each), and ran a variety of workloads on them (2 types of Poissonian, [11] , trapezoidal, and proprietary workloads were run on 16 clusters each). Every 15 min we randomly changed the con guration of these clusters. We selected a total of 109 levers from the available ones in Spark 2.3 2 , and changed one of them each time. Some congurations were not allowed (e.g. too low memory in the driver node) to make sure all con gurations resulted in runnable conditions. In total we generated approximately 100000 di erent con gurations. e outcome of this process for each cluster is a matrix of infrastructure and application metrics along time (a matrix where one of the dimensions is time) as shown on the le hand side of Figure 1.
Metrics Selection
In order to limit the processing e orts and improve clustering results, we lter out metrics showing constant trend or low variance (≤ 0.002) [51] . is step dropped 10% of the metrics.
As shown on the right hand side of Figure 1 , we use two classic techniques for selecting the most relevant metrics. 1) Factor Analysis (FA), which transforms the high dimensional streaming monitoring data into lower dimensional data and 2) k-means, in order to cluster this lower dimensional data into meaningful groups [54] .
1 Following Spark recommendations for advanced monitoring se ings, see h ps://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/monitoring.html#metrics OS pro ling tools such as dstat, iostat, and iotop can provide ne-grained pro ling on individual nodes. JVM utilities such as jstack for providing stack traces, jmap for creating heap-dumps, jstat for reporting time-series statistics. We also user perf, systemmap, gprof, systemd, as a pro ling tools accounting for hardware and so ware events. We used a total of 90 metrics provided by these tools together with the latency and throughput of the Spark processing. 2 h ps://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/con guration.html e data obtained as described in the previous subsection were normalised (standardised) before doing FA. For every sample (one every 15 minutes), we took the average over 4 minutes.
FA assumes that the information gained about the interdependencies between variables (plus an error element) can be used later to reduce the set of variables in a dataset in an aim to nd independent latent variables. A factor or component is retained if the associated eigenvalue is bigger than the 95 th percentile of the distribution of eigenvalues derived from the random data. We found that only the initial factors are signi cant for our Spark metrics, as most of the variability is captured by the rst couple of factors.
To reconstruct missing data (e.g. due to network issues or transient failures), we use 3 r d order spline interpolation to minimise distortion to the characteristics of time series of metrics [30] .
e FA algorithm takes as input a matrix X with metrics as rows and lever values as columns, thus entry X i, j is the value of metric i on lever value j. FA returns a lower dimension matrix U , with metrics as rows and factors as columns, and the entry U i, j is the coe cient of metric i in factor j. e metrics are sca er-plo ed using elements of the i th row of U as coordinates for metric i.
e results of the FA yield coe cients for metrics in each of the top two factors. Closely correlated metrics can then be pruned and the remaining metrics are then clustered using the factor coecients as coordinates.
As metrics will be close together if they have similar coe cients in U , we clustered the metrics in U via k-means, using each metrics row of U as its coordinates. We keep a single metric for each cluster, namely, the one closest to the centre of the cluster. We iterated over several k values and took the number that minimised the cost function (minimum distances between data points and their cluster centre) [54] .
Figure 2 (le ) shows a two-dimensional projection of the sca erplot and the metric clusters.
is process identi es a total of 7 clusters, which correspond to distinct aspects of a system's performance. Our results show some expected relationships (cache performance counters are in the same group as metrics related to JVM performance, like garbage collection). We can also see that some of these metrics are well-organised (e.g. metrics related to overall input-output performance are close to memory metrics but they fall under di erent categories). From the original 90 metrics, we were able to reduce the number of metrics by 92% (this result varies slightly for di erent runs of the same data due to the random initialisation of the clusters, shown in Figure 2 (right) ). e FA plus clustering analysis is run separately in two batches: 1) the Spark driver node and 2) all the Spark worker nodes, in order to assess adequately the metrics that are exclusive to the driver (e.g. Spark driver memory).
Ranking Most Actionable Metrics per Lever
Having reduced the metric space, we then try to nd the subset of con guration levers with the highest impact on the target objective function. We use a feature selection technique for linear regression (including polynomial features) [52] . e process can be observed in Figure 3 We represented the con guration levers to be tuned with the set of independent variables R, whereas the linear regression dependent variables Y represented the preselected metrics. We convert categorical valued levers into continuous valued variables by numbering the categories. ese variables are then normalised (value minus mean divided by standard deviation). e Lasso adds a L1 penalty equal to a constant λ times the sum of absolute weights to the cost function. Because each non-zero weight contributes to the penalty term, Lasso e ectively shrinks some weights and forces others to zero, thus automatically selecting features (non-zero weights) and discarding others (zero weights) [54] .
As indicated by [22] , we initially start with all weights set to zero (no features selected). We then decrease the penalty in small increments, recompute the regression, and track what features are added back to the model at each step. e order in which the levers rst appear in the regression determines how much of an impact they have on the target metric [54] .
In our experiments, each invocation of Lasso takes 30 min and consumes 20 GB of memory. e Lasso path algorithm guarantees that the selected levers are ordered by the strength of statistical evidence and that they are relevant (assuming that the data are well approximated using a linear model).
Automated Tuning
2.4.1 Dynamic Lever Discretisation. Before the con gurator can perform any modi cation on any of the lever, it needs to discretise the metrics. We follow a process for dynamically categorising continuous variables as described in [55] . Brie y, each lever corresponding to a continuous variable is manually marked with the min and max values from the samples data. e initial bin size is set to: δ = |max −min | 10
. If the RL con gurator assigns the maximum bin for a number of times, the max is increased by one bin (a new bin is added so that new − max = max + δ ). e bin size is dynamically updated as follows: if the same bin is assigned a con gurable number of times, then the bin size is halved. If this happened for the rst time, then we would have 20 bins a er this initial halving.
e algorithm can also merge bins as described in [55] . e central value of the bin is taken as value for the con guration parameter. We also add a smaller ridge term for each con guration the RL con gurator selects. e ridge term adds/substracts a small value to the central value of the bin.
is is helpful for "noisy" cloud environments. is ridge factor means that the con guration chosen by the con gurator for some of the levers is modulated to the top or the bo om of the discretisation (binning) interval.
Reinforcement Learning
Configurator. At this point the system has (1) the set of non-redundant metrics; (2) the set of most impactful con guration levers; and (3) a mechanism to dynamically discretise continuous levers. e con gurator now needs to:
• learn a mapping from non-redundant metrics to impactful con guration levers (this mapping has been massively pruned by Lasso) • select a lever, and decide whether to increase or decrease the value At each time step t, the agent observes some state s t (values for 109 levers and 90 metrics), and is asked to choose an action a t (change in the value of one of the levers) that triggers a state transition to s t +1 and the con gurator receives reward r t . We used a delay-dependent reward (see Section 3 below).
Both, transitions and rewards are stochastic Markov processes (probabilities and rewards depend only on the state of the environment s t and the action taken by the con gurator a t ). e congurator has no a priori knowledge of the state the system will transition to, neither consequentely about the reward it will obtain. e interaction with the con gured system and collection of rewards is what drives learning. e goal of learning is to maximise the E[ ∞ t =0 γ t * r t ] where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a factor discounting future rewards.
e con gurator picks actions based on a policy, de ned as a probability distribution over actions: π : π (s, a) → [0, 1] where π (s, a) is the probability of picking action a (lever value) in state s.
On every state, the con gurator can choose from several possible actions and it will take one or another based on prior experience (rewards). is is similar to a big lookup table, represented by a state-action value function Q(s, a).
Q(s, a) = r + γ * max a Q(s , a ) e equation in essence means that the value of a state depends on the immediate reward r and a discounted reward modulated by γ .
As there are too many states (109 possible levers can be acted on by increasing or decreasing them and 90 metrics with continuous values), it is common to use function approximators for Q(s, a) [31] . A function approximator, θ , has a manageable number of adjustable parameters; we refer to these as the policy parameters and represent the policy as π (s, a) θ . Note that we use a stochastic policy (uniform random) to select among the set of ltered levers.
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have recently been used successfully as function approximators to solve large-scale RL tasks [46] . An advantage of DNNs is that they do not need hand-cra ed features.
While the goal of Q Learning is to approximate the Q function and use it to infer the optimal policy π * (i.e. ar max a Q(s, a)), Policy Gradients use a neural network (or other function approximators) to directly model the action probabilities.
Each time the con gurator interacts with the environment (generating a data point < s, a, r, s >), the neural network parameters θ are tuned using gradient descent so that "good" tuning to the con guration levers will be more likely used in the future. e gradient of the objective function above is: ) is the expected cumulative discounted reward from (deterministically) choosing action a in state s, and subsequently following policy π θ .
Using Monte Carlo Methods [23], the agent samples multiple trajectories and uses the empirically computed cumulative discounted reward, t , as an unbiased estimate of Q π θ (s t , a t ). It then updates the policy parameters (θ ) via gradient descent:
where α is the step size. We implemented the well-known RE-INFORCE algorithm [50] . e direction of ∇ θ lo (π θ (s t , a t )) gives how to change the policy parameters in order to increase π θ (s t , a t ), the probability of action a t at state s t . e size of the step depends on the size of the return t , this means that actions that empirically lead to be er returns are reinforced. In order to decrease the variance of gradient estimates based on a few local samples we subtract a baseline value from each return t .
e most relevant levers are preferentially used by our RL algorithm (the top lever is used f % of the time), but the other levers will also be used occasionally (1 − f ) to keep a good trade-o between exploration and exploitation (see next section).
DESIGN
We represent the state of the system (the current monitoring metrics and the key actionable levers) as distinct images (one for each of the monitoring metrics) and another for showing the discretised con guration values.
As in [31], we keep a grid per metric, where each cell represents a node in the cluster. ere is a matrix for each resource showing State (con guration plus metric values) could be represented as a heatmap of utilisation across nodes in the cluster. See Figure 4 for a speci c example of the input to the neural network.
We cra the reward signal to guide the agent towards good solutions for our objective: minimising event processing latency. For each tuning, we set the reward to e ∈E −1/T e where T e is the latency for event e and E is the set of events that can arrive to the streaming engine.
We represent the policy as a neural network (called policy network) which takes as input the collection of heatmaps described above, and approximates a probability distribution over all possible actions (as restricted by the output of the Lasso). Each tuning is based on a xed number of events (with upcoming events being temporarily held until the phase completes).
e tuning phase terminates when all the events have been processed. Each tuning phase can apply several con gurations C (one change at a time) in order to reach an acceptable latency. A number of con gurations N < C within a tuning phase de nes an episode.
e value for N is determined empirically. We use N ∈ (0.3C, 0.8C). Higher values of N (closer to C) mean slower learning but a be er chance of nding a more complex solution (or ge ing a worse performance). Lower values yield a more consistent behaviour.
Rewards are only applied at the end of each episode. We also set discount factor γ to 1, so that the cumulative reward over time coincides with (negative) the sum of each event latency, hence maximising the cumulative reward mimics minimising the average latency.
State, action, and reward information for all con guration steps of each episode are recorded in order to compute the (discounted) cumulative reward, t , at each timestep t of each con guration step and to train the neural network using a variant of the REINFORCE algorithm (shown in Algorithm 1).
To reduce the variance, it is common to subtract a baseline value from the returns, t .
e baseline is calculated as the average of the return values, t , where the average is taken at the same con guration step across all episodes.
We employed a neural network with a fully connected hidden layer with 20 neurons. e heatmaps are blended to amalgamate Algorithm 1 Adapted REINFORCE algorithm, based on [31, 50] while ( hasConverged!=true OR noMaxNumIter) do ∆θ ← 0
40 con guration steps and each episode lasts for 250 con guration steps. We used a similar setup to the one reported by [11] (26 nodes to create 17000 events per second). We update the policy network parameters using the rmsprop [31] algorithm with a learning rate of 0.001. Unless otherwise speci ed, the results below are from training for 1000 training iterations.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate our work, we implemented our techniques using Google TensorFlow and Python's scikit-learn [2, 41] . We loaded Spark with the well-known Yahoo streaming benchmark that simulates an advertisement analytics pipeline [11] . We also tested the performance of the system on real-world production workloads for a top consumer IoT vendor company.
We conducted all of our deployment experiments on Amazon EC2. We deployed our system controller together with the workload generator clients. ese services are deployed on m4.large instances with 4 vCPUs and 16 GB RAM. e Spark streaming deployment was deployed over 10 m3.xlarge instances with 4 vCPUs and 15 GB RAM. We deployed our tuning manager and repository on a local server with 20 cores and 256 GB RAM.
We rst perfomed a preliminary evaluation to determine:
• How long does it take to train the policy network?
• Do changes make sense? How is latency a ected?
• Can we adapt to workload changes?
• How does it compare to the performance obtained by two expert big data engineers for a production workload? In the following subsections, we provide answers to all of these questions.
Training Time
Every 5 minutes, the network tries a new con guration (changing just one lever at a time, N = 1). Lasso is re-evaluated a er each training phase, hence its output remains constant for the duration of the results shown in Figure 5 . A er 50 minutes, latency was reduced by more than 70% ). Figure 5 shows how latency decreases as the policy network selects new con guration values. As can be observed in Figure 5 , the rst few iterations (departing from the default Spark con guration) are very productive in terms of latency reduction. Two of these changes were exploratory and resulted in no change in performance (some times transient performance decreases are observed during exploration). e remaining 7 changes were done on an exploitation mode. ree of these resulted in a minimum impact on performance. e training fully converged a er 11h with increasingly smaller improvements. Be er training times would have been achieved with GPU-boosted hardware, but reacting to changes in tens of minutes can be su cient for a wide variety of streaming applications.
Execution Breakdown
To be er understand what happens when computing a new con guration at the end of an episode, we logged the RL con guration output to record the amount of time spent in the di erent parts of the tuning process when running a workload similar to [52] . e workload is continuously executed but Ka a is bu ering new incoming events during Con guration Loading and Preparation in case of node unavailability.
is is possible since we designed our Spark jobs to behave idempotently by sinking their processed data on a set of partitioned tables.
e execution of an episode of the RL module can be broken down into:
• Con guration Generation: time to calculate the best change to the current con guration.
• Con guration Loading and Preparation: time it takes to the system to install the new con guration and prepare Spark for the new tuning phase (incoming events being bu ered by Ka a).
• Workload Stabilisation: we enable some time to enable some time for the changes to exert some e ect in the workload. e stabilisation occurs before 3 min (99% of the time) but we dynamically detect stabilisation by creating trends on the variance of the latency and the most relevant metrics, as de ned above.
• Network Reward and Adaptation: time to apply the reward and update the deep neural network parameters. e results in Figure 6 show the breakdown of the average times spend during an episode. As shown in the Figure, the time it takes to run an episode is dominated by two main factors: loading the new con guration and allowing for the con guration e ects to reach a stationary state (a constant synthetic workload with 100K events throughput was used in this experiment). Depending on the suggested changes, the con guration loading is done without rebooting the nodes in the cluster, unless this is strictly needed for the con guration to take e ect. e time it takes to apply the reward and update the network and to create the new con guration is negligible in comparison.
ality of the Suggested Changes
We started with a batch se ing interval of 10s, where the system can barely cope (and hence latency increases, see Figure 7A . en, the network automatically suggested to reduce the batch interval to 2.5s, resulting in a notorious improvement in latency at the highest throughout ( Figure 7B ). is may seem to be a negligible di erence to a human administrator, but the e ects in performance are quite signi cant. is is just an example of suggested con guration. e network starts with a default batch size of 10s. In our initial discretisation of the Spark batch size corresponded to the smallest bin that could be assigned (disregarding ripple e ects). e dynamic discretisation mechanism described above enables the RL con gurator to dynamically segment a bin into smaller 'sub-bins' in order to nd the most appropriate con guration.
Adaptation to Workload Changes
In this subsection, we show how the RL con gurator is capable of adapting to new radically di erent workloads. In this example, we use a synthetic benchmark that models a Poisson distribution in terms of event arrival rate.
Y n is the number of events entering the Ka a queue used by the Spark cluster to consume events during the n t h . We assume that for a short interval the rate of arrivals to this queue is xed and that the distribution of this variable is Poisson, i.e. Y n Poisson(λ). In this case, we modelled two distributions λ 1 and λ 2 corresponding to arrival throughputs of 10000 and 100000, respectively.
We also model the size of the events for each of the two distributions above. We modelled two Gaussian distributions with similar standard deviation (0.3), but di erent means (0.5 and 5 MB, respectively). us, we have distribution 1, which is low rate and small size-events, and distribution 2, which is high rate and large-sized events.
As can be observed in Figure 8 , the workload is changed from distribution λ 1 to λ 2 around minute 65, resulting in a spike in the latency value that nearly doubles the previous baseline.
e RL algorithm is capable of improving the situation but it cannot return to the previous baseline as larger events take longer to process distribution 2.
Exploration vs Exploitation
As described above, the best lever (according to our RL con gurator) is used f of the time.
is is referred to as exploitation since the con gurator "exploits" prior knowledge. is section explores the right value of f depending on how frequently our workload changes.
We alternate between distributions λ 1 and λ 2 1, 3 o 6 times per hour. We then measure the time it takes for the RL con gurator to reach 80% of its previous baseline value. By baseline, we mean the stationary latency that is reached when neither workload nor Figure 8 .
In Table 1 , we show the time to reach a stationary value (top of each cell) and the level above the initial baseline that the RL con gurator was capable of obtaining. As frequency increases, the RL con gurator does not have enough time to nd the right con guration and the experiment terminates with a latency value that is higher than the reported baseline.
As can be observed in the top number within each cell in the table, more exploration (lower f ) implies faster adaptation (measured as time to reach 1.2 times the original baseline) for changes in workload even at higher frequencies.
Higher values of f result in worse baselines (bo om number of each cell in the table) for the same frequencies since the RL con gurator has a more restricted ability to explore new con gurations. e downside of lower f values is increased variability (standard deviation in the mean values reported in Table 1 are 0.15, 0.26, and 0.34 for f = 0.9, f = 0.8, and f = 0.7, respectively).
Comparison to Human Con gurators
We tested how di erent mechanisms can be employed to con gure the network.
e results in these section are not meant to be exhaustive and should be taken as a qualitative indication only.
We took 2 expert data engineers with more than 10 years of industrial experience and gave them 1 day to do their tweaks in the cluster con guration. We also recruited 9 students from a Computer Science MSc. All of the students had previously taken a unit with several lectures and assignments on how to con gure Spark. Students were given a full week to deliver their best con guration. We compared these two cohorts with our algorithm.
As can be observed in Figure 9 , the RL network is more e cient than their human counterparts. Unsuprisingly, the experts seemed to be be er than students, but the small samples size here prevents us from making any strong claims.
ese results were obtained with di erences in the time it took each method to accomplish the reduction in latency. e RL method is capable of reaching much be er con gurations in a fraction of the time it takes humans. Note that the results performed for the RL method are the ones obtained a er 50 min of running. As previously shown in Figure 5 , further improvements would have been possible just by le ing the RL run for 10h (still signi cantly less than their human counterparts).
RELATED WORK 5.1 Con guration Sampling
Performance prediction techniques can: 1) compile all possible congurations and record the associated performance scores (maximal sampling), which can be impractically slow and overly expensive and time consuming [57]; or 2) intelligently selecting and executing "enough" con gurations to build a predictive model (minimal sampling). For example, Zhang et al. [64] approximate the con guration space as a Fourier series to derive an expression showing how many con gurations must be studied to build predictive models with a given error. Continuous learning techniques have also be applied to ensure adaptability [51] . Our work falls closer to this later set of continuous learning techniques, but it also relies on gathering information on a large number of samples (minimal sampling) as an exhaustive screening of the full con guration space is simply unfeasible.
One of the problems with massive con guration spaces is derived from the fact that many con guration parameters are continuous in nature and can, hence, take an in nite number of values. We built on previous work [55] to dynamically discretise continuous con guration variables.
Metric Dimensionality Reduction Techniques
Modern monitoring frameworks have created an opportunity to capture many aspects of a the performance of a system and the virtualised environment it tends to run on. is has resulted in an information crosstalk and overload problem where many metrics are non-linearly interdependent.
Reducing the size and dimensionality of the bulk of metric data exposed by complex distributed systems is essential. Common techniques include sampling to enable a systematic trade-o between the accuracy, and e ciency to collect and compute on the metrics [27, 28, 42, 65] , and data clustering via k-means and kmedoids [15, 36] .
Classic approaches such as principal component analysis (PCA) [40] and random projections [38] can also be used for dimensionality reduction, these approaches either produce results that are not easily interpreted by developers (i.e., PCA) or sacri ce accuracy to achieve performance, producing di erent results across runs (i.e., random projections). On the other hand, clustering results can be visually inspected by developers, who can also use any application-level knowledge to validate their correctness. Additionally, clustering can also uncover hidden relationships which might not have been obvious.
[51] et al., focus on analysing interdependencies across metrics by building a call graph. Similar to [54], we rely on factor analysis to determine the most relevant metrics, hence reducing the problem of metric dimensionality. Like these authors, we also rely on Lasso to nd the strongest associations between metrics and con guration levers.
Machine Learning for System
Con guration Optimisation e usage of machine learning methods to tweak con guration in systems is not novel. For instance, [63] review on the usage of deep learning in networking con guration.
Previous work on self-tuning databases is focused on standalone tools that target only a single aspect of the database, such as indexes [47] or partitioning schemes [3] . Other tools are workloadspeci c [14] . ey all require laborious preparation of benchmark workloads, spare hardware and expertise on the database internals, which [54] does not require. O erTune uses GP regression to learn workload mappings [54] ). GP o ers several advantages like the dynamic tradeo between exploration and exploitation, but it relies on an explicit process of performance prediction.
More recent e orts have focused on optimising the con guration of in memory databases [39] . [17] presented an architecture enabling streaming engines to self-regulate. ey presented policies to adjust the topology conguration so that the performance objectives are met even in the presence of slow machines/containers, similar to [18, 19] but lacking the ability to automatically scale based on the input load.
[24] presents self-tuning techniques for Map Reduce systems based on a graph of workload that can be optimised.
[12] applied Bayesian optimisation techniques to garbage collection. Recent work proposed self-driving relational database systems that predict future workloads and proactively adjust the database physical design [39] .
In recent years, Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has gained great success in several application domains. Early works use RL for decentralised packet routing in a switch at small scales [8] . Congestion protocols have also been optimised online and o ine using RL [16, 58] . Cluster scheduling has been studied widely recently [10, 20, 25, 31, 61] .
Unlike prior e orts, our system does not focus on topology con guration, job scheduling or routing con uration, but on nding which con guration parameters in a streaming engine (Spark Streaming in our case) make a di erence to maintain prede ned latency/throughput SLOs.
Machine Learning for Workload Prediction
Large con guration spaces are a common theme in the literature. As mentioned above, sampling has been a the gold standard to try to tackle this problem [21, 43, 45] . ese solutions tend to require manual con guration, while subjecting the learning systems to very large variance [34] . For instance, regression tree techniques for performance prediction require thousands of speci c system congurations [21] , even when the authors used a progressive random sampling approach, which samples the con guration space in steps of the number of features of the so ware system in question. Sarkar et al. [43] randomly sampled con gurations and used a heuristic based on feature frequencies as termination criterion. e samples are then used to train a regression tree.
[34] used eigenvalues of the distance matrix between the con gurations to perform dimensionality reduction to minimise con guration sampling by dropping out close con gurations while measuring only a few samples.
While these are related to our approach, we do not intend to build a performance predictor based on metrics and con gurator. Our approach uses several intermmediate steps: 1) selecting relevant metrics, 2) associating metrics to right con guration levers, and 3) learning association of metric to lever in order to improve the performance of the system. Our system uses techniques similar to [54] for steps (1) and (2). In our system learning is con ned to the third phase, which requires no prior con guration sampling.
Gaussian Process (GP) Models (GPM) is o en the surrogate model of choice in the machine learning literature. GPM is a probabilistic regression model which instead of returning a scalar (f (x)) returns the mean and variance associated with x. Building GPMs can be very challenging since they can be very sensitive to the parameters of GPMs, they do not scale to high dimensional data as well as a large dataset (so ware system with large con guration space) [44] and can be limited to models with around ten decisions [56] .
DISCUSSION
Our system explores this massive con guration space by using Reinforcement Learning. We have shown how the system selects obvious con guration levers in the rst few episodes (e.g. increasing the memory of the driver node), resulting in substantial performance gains.
e system can be tweaked with a single parameter (f ), allowing data engineers to balance between con guration exploration and exploitation. Higher exploration rates have been found to obtain be er solutions, although the higher variance increases the likelihood of "faulty con gurations" (ones where the cluster cannot keep running). Data engineers do not need to take care of machine boundaries (e.g. con guring worker nodes consistently), as the system does this on their behalf. e learned behavior, including the right balance for (f ), is speci c to the workload, job/analysis, and cluster type, requiring an abundance of data to tweak the RL con gurator. As future work, we plan to explore transfer learning techniques to minimise this need [26, 60] , opening the applicability of this technique to more heterogeneous scenarios.
Stream processing systems can be ne tuned to accommodate di erent workloads in a variety of ways. However, the ability to remain performant under changing workloads is a fundamental aspect. A range of techniques have been suggested to address this challenge, including scaling the number of virtual machines used in the streaming engine [9], using smarter mechanisms to allocate workloads to dynamic cores [33] or cluster nodes [31] , dynamic load balancing [32] , or even speci c con guration aspects (like batch size [13] ). We have shown in this paper how our approach can react automatically to con guration changes, and preserve low streaming latencies by automated learning and exploration of the vast con guration space.
Our system is based on a set of algorithms that operate optimally under clear domain restrictions. e e ectiveness of our system depends on having a linear relationship between central metrics and levers [52] . We found these to apply in our experiments, but that might not be the case in other systems with di erent behavior, con guration levers and obtained metrics.
We have taken advantage of the lower intrinsic dimensionality of con guration spaces [34] , by using random sampling techniques to help reducing the dimensionality of our model. is approach allowed us to implement RL methods in a problem where it would seem to be unfeasible.
Our system uses a close time horizon (to compute the baseline in Algorithm 1) whereas the underlying optimisation problem has a far time horizon (data streams are in nite in theory). Value networks estimating average return values can be used to overcome this limitation in the future [49] .
e main overhead of our system is the machine reboot time a er a new con guration As part of our future work, we want to explore how the system performs by restricting its behaviour to those con gurations that do not require rebooting the cluster. Another potential approach to minimise downtimes is a greenblue deployment se ing where changes are applied into a new cluster. Both, the blue and green cluster read events from our Ka a topics and idempotently dump the data into a database. Tuning the time to entirely move the workload to the new cluster requires job dependent techniques that we are starting to explore.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented the rst stream processing system that uses RL to adapt to a variety of workloads in a dynamic manner. Our system converges to be er solutions than human operators in much less time, resulting in signi cant latency (60-70%) reductions in a few tens of minutes.
e system adapts well to di erent workloads while requiring minimal human intervention. 
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